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IN THE CIRCUIT COURT OF COOK ,COUNTY, ILLINOIS

COUNTY DEPARTMENT, <;ijANCERY DIVISION
, Lc ;f Y,N /8 P: :12: /3

UNITED AIR LINES, INC" a Delaware ) , ,'" ', C 0 2 0 8 11
corporation, and AMERICAN AIRLINES, ) c " ,.:,. t 1. H ·
INC., a Delaware corporation, ) C: .,', Gii~ ;N6J. ';

Plaintiffs,

v,

THE CITY OF CHICAGO, an Illinois
municipal corporation,

Defendant.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)

VERIFIED COMPLAINT FOR DECLARATORY
JUDGMENT AND INJUNCTIVE RELI EF

Plaintiffs , United Air Lines, Inc. ("United") and American Airlines, Inc. ("American")

(collectively , the "Airlines"), by their attorneys DLA Piper LLP (US), for their Verified

Complaint for Declaratory Judgment and Injunctive Relief against Defendant, the City of

Chicago (the "City") , allege as follows:

I. NATURE OF TH E DISPUTE

1. This case is brought to resolve a dispute over whether the City, as the operator of

O'Hare International Airport ("O'Hare"), may proceed with its multi-billion dollar proposal for

O'Hare expansion without seeking or obtaining approval of the Airlines. The Airlines' use and

lease agreements for O'Hare provide them with voting rights to approve or disapprove capital

expenditures for a capital project proposed by the City where, as here, general airport revenue

bonds ("GARBs") arc to be issued to finance the capital project. These kinds of capital projects

require Airline scrutiny and approval because they increase airport costs which the Airlines pay

for through landing fees and other rates and charges imposed by the City. Although the City's

position pre-supposes a "blank check" from the Airlines, the parties agreed in their contracts to a



"check and balance" that prohibits the City from saddling O'Hare with new capital projects and

billions of dollars of debt without Airline approval.

2. The City is now arranging financing without Airline approval to commence

construction of airfield-related components of Phase 2 of the O'Hare Modernization Program

(the "Completion Phase") during the 2011 construction season. The City intends no later than

April 2011 to commence construction of certain components of the Completion Phase without

Airline approval. If the City proceeds as threatened without Airline approval, there will be no

way to "unring the bell." The projects will move forward at exorbitant expense financed by

massive, unauthorized bond offerings. In the meantime, the Airlines' fundamental voting and

approval rights with respect to the Completion Phase and its financing will be lost forever. The

Court in these circumstances will be unable to restore the Airlines' fundamental approval right or

to unwind the Completion Phase. The Airlines seek a declaratory judgment that the City is

obligated contractually to obtain the Airlines' approval of the Completion Phase and its

financing before constructing the Completion Phase or issuing GARBs to finance it. They also

seek to enjoin the City from constructing all or any portion of the Completion Phase, or issuing

GARBs to finance it, pending an adjudication on the merits of the declaratory judgment claims

and, ultimately, Airline approval itself.

II. PARTIES

3. Plaintiff United Air Lines, Inc. is a corporation organized and existing under the

laws of the State of Delaware with its principal place of business at 77 W. Wacker Drive,

Chicago, Illinois 60601.

4. Plaintiff American Airlines, Inc. is a corporation organized and existing under the

laws of the State of Delaware with its principal place of business at 4333 Amon Carter

Boulevard, Fort Worth, Texas 76155.
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5. Defendant, the City of Chicago, is a municipal corporation and home rule unit of

local government organized and existing under the laws of the State of Illinois and located in

Cook County, Illinois. Various members of the City - the Mayor of the City of Chicago, the

City Comptroller. the City Corporation Counsel. and the Commissioner of Aviation - were

signatories to the long-term use agreements with certain airlines operating at O'Hare.

III. JURISDICTION AND VENUE

6. This Court has jurisdiction over this action pursuant to 735 ILCS 5/2-209(a)(I)

because it arises from the transaction of business within the State of Illinois. This Court also has

jurisdiction over this action pursuant to 735 ILCS 5/2-209(a)(7) because it arises from the

making or performance of a contract or promise substantially connected with this State. This

Court also has jurisdiction over this action pursuant to 735 ILCS 5/2·209(b)(3) because it arises

within the State of Illinois against a municipal corporation (the City) organized under the laws of

this State.

7. Venue is proper in Cook County pursuant to 735 ILCS 5/2-103, which requires

that, if the cause of action is related to an airport owned by a unit of local government, in this

case, the City, the action must be brought in the county in which the unit of local govenunent 's

principal office is located.

IV. SUBSTANTIVE ALLEGATIONS

A. The Aviation Industrv and O'Hare

8. The commercial aviation industry, like the country as a whole, has suffered great

losses over the last several years. One in three airline jobs has been lost since 2001 with 40,000

lay-offs occurring since 2008. Revenues in the commercial aviation industry declined $31

billion in 2009 alone. The Department of Transportation reports that U.S. airlines carried 5.3%

fewer passengers in 2009 than in 2008. As challenging economic conditions persist, airlines are
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being forced to continue to reconstitute the way they do business. Airline mergers, reduced fleet

sizes, reduced operations, reduced routes, changes in the mixture of mainline and regional

operations, and other operational and financial adjustments are being utilized by airlines in an

attempt to operate profitably in the new world order of greatly reduced customer demand. As a

result, the Airlines are required to strictly scrutinize each new undertaking that exposes them to

operational or financial risks, and make difficult decisions as to which projects truly deserve an

allocation of the Airlines' limited resources.

9. While this severe economic downturn has left the industry as a whole in flux,

airlines operating at O'Hare face an even more challenging economic situation. For the last

seven (7) years, the Airlines and other carriers have been financing projects related to the O'Hare

Modernization Program (the "OMP") - a massive, multi-billion dollar project for reconfiguring

O'Hare to a parallel system of runways. The OMP was designed into two stand-alone and

distinct phases - Phase 1 and Phase 2.

10. Phase 1 ofthe OMP included construction of two runways and the extension of an

existing runway. The current working cost estimate for Phase 1 is $3.2 billion, approximately

$2.5 billion of which was secured by airline commitments to fund the projects. Phase 1 has not

been completed and is the subject of on-going litigation between the City and families whose

relatives are buried at St. Joharmes cemetery. The City is seeking to uproot and relocate the

cemetery located in the middle of new Runway IOC-28C, in order to complete construction of

that runway. As of the date of the filing of this Complaint, Runway IOC-28C sits partially

complete, unusable, and years behind scheduled completion. As recently as October 27, 2010,

the Illinois Supreme Court issued a stay of construction of Runway IOC-28C pending its
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determination as to whether it will hear the case. It is unclear if or when Phase 1 construction of

Runway l OC-28C will be completed.

11 . Phase 2 of the OMP includes two new components - the Completion Phase and

a western terminal complex. At this time, the City is not pursuing the construction of the

western terminal complex and, thus, it is not the subject of this dispute. The present dispute

concerns only the Completion Phase runway projects in which the City proposes to construct: (i)

two new runways - one in the north airfield and one in the south airfield; {ii) numerous

taxiways and supporting airfield infrastructure located in both the north and the south airfields;

and (iii) an extension to an existing runway in the north airfield. Each of these runway projects

requires numerous enabling and support projects located in virtually every corner of the airport.

A significant portion of O' Hare will be disrupted as a result of Completion Phase construction.

12. The current working cost estimate for the Phase 2 runway projects contemplated

by the Completion Phase is a staggering $3.36 billion. The City plans to fund the Completion

Phase substantially from the proceeds of GARBs to be issued in the future. GARBs are

municipal bonds secured by revenue generated by airline operations at an airport and are not

backed by the full faith and credit of the City or its taxing authority. The City used GARBs

issued with Airline approval to fund the Phase 1 projects. At least $1.942 billion in GARBs, and

likely significantly more, will be needed to construct the Completion Phase. As such, at least

fifty-eight percent (58%) of the costs of the Completion Phase are dependent on bonds secured

by fees and charges paid by the Airlines and other carriers operating at O'Hare. Under the City's

funding plan, none of the costs of this massive $3.36 billion project will be paid by the City.

13. Although Phase I has not been completed, upon information and belief, the City

is preparing to issue in late January or early February 2011 bonds secured by a pledge of
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passenger facility charges ("PFC Bonds") to pay for a portion of the construction of the

Completion Phase. Under the City's financing plan, these PFC Bonds are inextricably

intertwined with GARBs that the City will need to issue in order to fund the balance of the

Completion Phase and to construct the entire project. According to the City, it intends to

commence construction of the Completion Phase in the spring of 2011 . Construction will

continue until at least 2015 or 2016. The City intends to move forward without submitting the

Completion Phase and its financing plan to the Airlines for their consideration and approval.

The Completion Phase deserves the scrutiny of the Airlines because it is not justified presently

by passenger demand, capacity constraints, or delays at O'Hare.

14. O'Hare and the airlines operating there have suffered the same loss of revenue

and other stresses facing the industry and the economy as a whole while simultaneously funding

Phase 1 of the OMP. O'Hare is steeped in the midst ofa challenging and changing operating

environment, which the City has acknowledged:

[T]he airline industry has faced significant challenges over recent years, including
record high fuel prices, weakening economic conditions, and a weakening dollar.
These significant challenges have caused several smaller carriers to declare
bankruptcy or cease passenger operations; larger major carriers have deferred
delivery of new aircraft and trimmed growth plans to sustain profitability. The
result has been fewer enplaned passengers and operations than previously
anticipated in the [City's] EIS Forecast. Worldwide economic conditions
continue to stress the Airline industry.

See March 1, 2009, Request for Letter of Intent Multi-Year Commitment of Airport
Improvement Program Grant-in-Aid Funding; and,

A recent trend in the airline industry has been to decrease capacity to attempt to
better match overall demand and profitability, which has resulted in higher load
factors throughout the national aviation system. As part of this trend, the
mainline carriers have reduced their system-wide capacity and shifted capacity to
their regional/commuter affiliates.
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see March 31, 2010, Report of the Airport Consultant attached as Exhibit E to the City's Series
20 10 A-F GARBS and Series 2010 A-D PFC Bonds Official Statement (the "City's Consultant
Report"); and,

[S]ystem-wide cutbacks in passenger airline activity in response to high fuel costs
and the national and global recessions were the primary cause of total operations
at [O' Hare] decreasing.

see City's Consultant Report.

15. Each of the metrics used by the industry to measure airport capacity and traffic

demands have declined dramatica lly at O'Hare:

(a) Airport Operations

• The City reports that O'Hare supported 827,899 operations (defined as takeoffs
and landings of domestic, international, general aviation, cargo, and military
flights) in 2009.

• This figure represents a 6.1% decrease in operations from 2008-2009 following a
4.9% decrease in operations from 2007-2008.

• O'Hare supported 164,528 fewer operat ions in 2009 than in its peak year of 2004
when it supported 992,427 operations.

• The number of operations at O'Hare in 2009 was lower than the 900,279
operations at O'Hare almost fifteen (15) years earlier in 1995.

(b) Passenger EnpIanements

• The City reports that O'Hare served 31,957,480 enplaned passengers in 2009.

• This figure represents a 6.0% decrease in enplanements in 2008-2009 following a
9.9% decrease in enplanements from 2007-2008.

• O'Hare had 5,990,507 fewer enplanements in 2009 than in 2005 when it had
37,947,987 enplanements.

• The number of enplanements at O'Hare in 2009 was lower than the 32,858,551
enplaned passengers O'Hare served almost fifteen (15) years earlier in 1995.

• For the twelve months ending November 2009, the City reports that O'Hare
served 64.4 million enplaned and deplaned passengers. During this period,
O'Hare served 12.1 million fewer passengers than for the year 2004-2005 when
O'Hare served 76.5 million passengers.
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(c) Landed Weight

• The City reports landed weight of47,946,486 in 1,000 pound units for the year
2009 .

• Landed weight at O'Hare in 2009 was 9,510,139 (1,000 pound units) lower than
the 57,456,625 (1,000 pound units) in 2005.

16. While the City based the OMP, including the Completion Phase, on forecasts of

key activity levels that it said would cause unacceptable delays at O'Hare in the near term, these

forecasts have proven to be untrue with the passage oftime. Initially, the City based the OMP

on forecasts of key activity levels contained in the Federal Aviation Administration's ("FAA")

2002 Terminal Area Forecasts ("TAFs"). The 2002 TAFs forecasted that these key activ ity

levels would be reached around 2007. 2009, 20J3, and 2018. However, because of significant

declines in operations and activity throughout the airline industry and at O'Hare, more recent

TAFs predict that these key activity levels will not occur until much later. For example, under

the 2008 TAFs, the key activity levels will not be reached until 2019, 2020, 2023, and post-

2025, respectively. Under the 2009 TAFs, the key activity levels will not be reached until

2020, 2021, 2023, and 2026, respectively. Even under upward adjusted 2010 TAFs, the key

activity levels will not be reached until 2017, 2018, 2021, and 2024, respectively. Indeed, using

the 20IDTAFs and assuming Phase I is eventually completed, the City's own simulation mode ls

demonstrate that delays at O'Hare will not approach constrained activity levels until 2021.

Accordingly, the Completion Phase appears to be premature and capable of being pushed back

by many years .

B. The Airlines' Operations at O'Hare

17. In the late 1950s, United entered into an innovative arrangement with the City for

a forty (40) year use and lease term at O'Hare. This agreement came to be known as the first of
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its kind "residual cost agreement" (discussed more fully below). American also executed the

agreement at or around the same time. The original O'Hare agreements reflected a long-term

mutual commitment between the Airlines and the City. United and American have operated at

O'Hare for over fifty (50) years with the Airlines utilizing O'Hare as a key hub for their

operations since at least the mid-1980s.

18. United and American each entered into a separate but near-identical Amended

and Restated Airport Use Agreement and Terminal Facilities Lease with the City to use O'Hare's

airfield facilities and lease O'Hare's terminal facilities with an effective date of January 1, 1985.

The Amended and Restated Airport Use Agreement and Terminal Facilities Lease, as amended

(collectively, the "Use Agreements"), are included in the accompanying Appendix filed herewith

("App.") as Exhibits A and B, respectively. Upon expiration of the Use Agreements in May

2018, United and American will have operated at O'Hare pursuant to the rights and obligations

set forth in the Use Agreements for almost 35 years. As a result of the Airlines' long-term Use

Agreements, the Airlines and their employees have devoted substantial time, efforts, and

resources to becoming leading members of O'Hare and the Chicago community.

19. United employs approximately 13,000 individuals in Chicago and Cook County.

In 2007, United relocated its corporate headquarters to downtown Chicago where it rents and

occupies space at the building located at 77 West Wacker Drive, Chicago, Illinois, 60601. In

2010, United began moving its operational base from Elk Grove TO'WTIship to Chicago's Willis

Tower. When the move is completed, United will have brought 2,800 additional employees to

Chicago, making it the largest non-governmental employer headquartered in dO'WTIto'WTI Chicago.

Moreover, as has been well-publicized, United and Continental Airlines, Inc. recently merged

and named Chicago as the headquarters for the newly combined airline.
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20. American employs approximately 9,700 individuals in Chicago and Cook County.

American's and United's combined presence at O'Hare makes O'Hare a unique dual hub to two

of the world's largest airlines.

21. The Airlines' operations at O'Hare are the cornerstone of the airport. United and

United Express, and American and American Eagle, represent approximately 83% of total

enplanements at O'Hare. In 2009, United carriers accounted for 47.8% of all enplanements at

O'Hare and American carriers accounted for 35% of all enplanements at O'Hare. Thus, in 2009,

United and American carriers represented 82.8% of all cnplanements at O'Hare. Moreover, in

2009, United accounted for approximately 44% of total landed weight at O'Hare among the

airlines operating at O'Hare. American accounted for approximately 29% of total landed weight.

Because landed weight correlates directly to the landing fees paid by the airlines at O'Hare,

United and American together pay approximately 73% ofthe landing fees at O'Hare.

22. Based on the City's records, in 2009, 2008, and 2007, United and American

jointly paid over $248,000,000, $230,000,000, and $228,000,000, respectively, in landing

charges, terminal use fees, and fuel costs for their domestic terminals at O'Hare. During this

period, United and American paid approximately 80% of the total landing charges, terminal use

fees, and fuel costs paid by all the airlines that operate at domestic terminals at O'Hare under

similar lease and use agreements. In addition, during this period, United and American paid over

$49,000,000 in terminal use fees for O'Hare's International Terminal.

23. United and American each has committed itself to the long-term success of

O'Hare through capital improvements paid for out of their own pockets. For example, United

has paid to develop Terminal I and Concourses B & C and the construction of four (4) Red

Carpet Clubs at O'Hare. From 1999 through 2010, United funded over $110,000,000 in
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leasehold and facility improvements at O'Hare. In addition, to fund these and numerous other

capital developments and facility improvements, during the period 1999-2001, United agreed to

guarantee the payment of debt service costs associated with over $601,000,000 in special facility

revenue bonds. After United's restructuring, these bonds were converted to a note payable with

an amount due of$149,616,114, currently being paid by United.

24. American, just last year, announced a "Cornerstone Strategy" in which it

identified O'Hare as one of its key airports. During the current lease term, American has funded

approximately $130,000,000 in leasehold and facility improvements at O'Hare. Over the years,

American has paid to develop Concourses G, H & K and three (3) Admirals Clubs at O'Hare. In

addition, to fund these and numerous other capital developments and facility improvements,

American agreed to guarantee the payment of debt service costs on special facility revenue bonds

issued in 1983 for approximately $170,000,000, in 1984 for $123,000,000, and in 1990 for

$179,000,000.

25. Cumulatively, the Airlines have invested billions of dollars in fees and charges

supporting operations, construction, and improvements at O'Hare. These expenditures reflect

the Airlines' substantial long-term commitment to O'Hare and Chicago.

C. The Residual Rate-Making Methodologv

26. In addition to United and American, eight other airlines operate at O'Hare under

similar long-term agreements with the City for the use and lease of O'Hare. The eight other

airlines are: Continental Airlines, Inc., American Eagle, Air Canada, Air Wisconsin, Delta Air

Lines, Inc., U.S. Airways, FedEx, and United Parcel Service (collectively with United and

American the "Airline Parties").

27. In entering into long-term use agreements with the City, the Airline Parties agreed

that their fees and charges would be computed based on a residual rate-making methodology.
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Under this methodology, the Airline Parties pay through their fees and charges the costs for the

City's operations at O'Hare not otherwise allocated to other users or covered by non-airline

sources of revenues such as parking or concessions. The City describes the residual rate-making

methodology as one under which "total operating and maintenance expenses and debt service

(including coverage) are calculated for each cost-revenue center and offset by nonairline

revenues. Landing fees, terminal rental rates, and fueling fees are [then] calculated by dividing

the net remaining requirement for each cost-revenue center by their respective unit of measure

(i.e., landed weight per thousand pounds, square footage, and gallons of fuel, respectively)" with

the resulting amounts to be paid by the Airline Parties in proportion to their operations.

28. The residual rate-making methodology allows the City to transfer almost all

financial and operational risks for operating O'Hare to the Airline Parties. The City readily and

publicly touts these features as a benefit to the City:

• "Favorable airline agreements ... transfer[] risks to the Airlines"

• "Airline use and lease agreements set airline fees and charges at
level sufficient to pay airport's net costs"

• "Net costs include making all deposits required under the bond
indentures"

• "If an airline defaults in its payments, the delinquent amounts can
be charged to non-defaulting airlines"

D. The Airlines' MIl Rights

29. Because the Airline Parties Incur substantial financial and operational costs,

exposure, and risks by operating at O'Hare, United, American, and the other Airline Parties

negotiated for final decision-making control under their respective Use Agreements over whether

the City could make, or authorize to be made, capital expenditures for certain capital projects,

including those to be funded from proceeds of GARBs. These bargained-for rights to approve or
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veto certain projects and their financing are exercised under the Use Agreements by an airline

"Majority-in-Interest" ("MIl") coalition, as defined in the Use Agreements. These rights are

referred to generally in this Complaint as the "MIl Rights."

30. The MIl Rights grant Airline Parties constituting an MIl coalition the opportunity

to review and approve or veto capital projects proposed by the City for O'Hare , and their related

financings, except in very limited circumstances. Essentially, where the MIl Rights apply,

capital expenditures may be made only if the project and its financing are first approved by an

MIl coalition.

31. The Use Agreements for O'Hare set forth the formula for establishing an MIl

coalition. The MIl coalition of Airline Parties is defined in the Use Agreements, as follows:

[DJuring any Fiscal Year, either (a) any five or more Airline
Parties which, in the aggregate, paid sixty percent (60%) or more
of Airport Fees and Charges paid by all Airline Parties for the
preceding Fiscal Year, or (b) any numerical majority of Airline
Parties which, in the aggregate, paid fifty percent (50%) or more of
Airport Fees and Charges paid by all Airline Parties for the
preceding Fiscal Year. . .. Whenever the approval of or an action
by a Majority-in-Interest is required hereunder, it shall be
evidenced in writing by the Airlines' Representative.

App., Exs. A and B, Use Agreements § 1.01(6 1).

32. Section 8.05 of the Use Agreements sets forth the general rule that an MIl

coalition's approval of a Capital Project and the financing thereof is required before the City may

make "Capital Expenditures" for the Capital Project or issue obligations to fund the Capital

Project, unless a specifically enumerated exception in Article VIII of the Usc Agreement applies:

Except as provided in this Article VIII, City shall not make any
Capital Expenditures for any Capital Project, except for
preliminary planning and conceptual design work, or issue any
obligations to finance the cost thereof, unless and until such
Capital Project and the financing thereof has been approved by a
Majority-in-Interest.
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33. The parties defined Capital Expenditures and Capital Projects broadly so as not to

limit the Airlines' MIl Rights. "Capital Expenditure" is defined in the Use Agreements as "an

expenditure for the acquisition, construction or equipping of a Capital Project, together with

related design, architectural and engineering fees and costs." A "Capital Project" is defined in

the Use Agreements as "a capital improvement at [O'Hare] or the acquisition ofland beyond the

then-current boundaries of [O' Hare] for use as a part of [O'Hare]." App., Exs. A and B, Use

Agreements § 1.01(18) and § 1.01 (1 9).

34. The Completion Phase that is the subject of the present dispute contemplates

"Capital Expenditures" for a "Capital Project." Moreover, the Completion Phase cannot be fully

funded and constructed without the issuance of GARBS. As such, the City is not permitted to

act "unless and until [the Completion Phase] and the financing thereof has been approved by a

Majority-in-Interest" coalition of the Airline Parties. App., Exs. A and B, Use Agreements §

8.05(a).

35. The City has been advised that MIl approval is required for the Completion

Phase. As the Office of Inspector General for the U.S. Department of Transportation made clear

to the City and FAA: "Majority-in-Interest rights allow dominant carriers to delay - or cancel

- the [Completion Phase]. Given the uncertain economic outlook of the airline industry, there

is no guarantee that all of the [Completion Phase] . . . will be approved." Chicago O'Hare

Modernization Program, Federal Aviation Administration, Report No.: AV~2005-067 dated July

21, 2005.

36. In light of the Airline Parties' required MIl approval, the City is contractually

obligated to follow the timeframe and process for seeking MIl approval for the Completion

Phase and the financing thereof set forth in Section 8.06 of the Use Agreements. The City is
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required to commence the MIl notice and approval process by formally notifying the Airline

Parties of the Completion Phase and submitting the information to the Airline Parties specified

by Section 8.06. The City's notice must be provided 45 days prior to the earlier of either: 0) the

making of a Capital Expenditure; or (ii) the issuance of any obligations to fund the Capital

Project. Thereafter, the Airline Parties, individually and collectively, are entitled to deliberate

over the Completion Phase and discuss concerns amongst themselves and with the City to

determine if an agreement can be reached. The MIl notice and approval process culminates with

the Airline Parties exercising a controlling vote over the Capital Project and its financing to

determine whether Capital Expenditures for the Completion Phase or the issuance of GARBs

may proceed. Section 8.06 sets forth the MIl notice and approval process:

In the event City is required to obtain approval for a Capital
Project, or an issuance of obligations, pursuant to Section 8.05, at
least forty-five (45) days before making any Capital Expenditure
or issuing any such obligation, City shall submit a proposal in
writing to all Airline Parties, which proposal shall include an
estimate of (a) the cost of such Capital Project, (b) the Debt
Service and Operation & Maintenance Expenses resulting
therefrom, (c) the sources and uses of funds and the terms of any
financing, (d) the construction schedules, descriptions, and
justification for any such Capital Project, (e) the proposed
allocation of any Debt Service among and within the Cost
Revenue Centers, and (f) the projected impact on Airport Fees and
Charges, all in sufficient detail to enable the Airline Parties to
make an informed judgment on the appropriateness of such Capital
Project and financing. A Capital Project and financing shall be
deemed to be approved if (i) a Majority-in-Interest approves it, or
(ii) City is not notified in writing of Majority-in-Interest
disapproval within thirty (30) days of the submission of such
proposal by City.

37. These MIl Rights operate as a check and balance against the City's ability to

undertake Capital Projects at O'Hare. The MIl Rights reflect the reality that what is beneficial

for the City and what is beneficial for the Airlines may in some instances or points-in-time

diverge. On such occasions, when MIl Rights apply, the parties agreed that a coalition of the
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Airline Parties constituting an MIl would decide whether the proposed project would be

undertaken and, if so, how it should be financed.

38. Historically, the MIl notice and approval process has resulted in well-planned,

fiscally responsible Capital Projects that have allowed O'Hare to operate as one of the world's

leading airports. While the Use Agreements have been amended on numerous occasions, the

MIl Rights have governed the Airline Parties' relationship with the City for more than twenty

five (25) years. During this period, the City submitted to the Airline Parties 313 financing

proposals to fund Capital Expenditures for 435 Capital Projects. The Airlines Parties negotiated

and approved through an MIl coalition approximately" 90% of these Capital Projects at a total

cost of more than $1.47 billion. Most of these costs have been, or will be, paid by United and

American.

39. Consistent with longstanding practice, during Phase 1, the parties strictly adhered

to the MIl notice and approval process without dispute. The Airlines approved the Phase 1

Capital Project and financing pursuant to MIl funding requests submitted by the City to the

Chairperson of the TOP Committee, a committee comprised of the Airline Parties'

representatives at O'Hare. In these instances, upon the City's request, the Chairperson or Airline

Parties' Construction Representative distributed the notice and accompanying information to all

Airline Parties for their collective deliberation. Through this process, an MIl coalition approved

the Phase 1 Capital Project and issued certificates of MIl approval for the City to issue

obligations to finance it. Indeed, an MIl coalition approved the City issuing more than $1.86

billion in GARBs and approximately $600 million in double barrel bonds secured by passenger

facility charges and general airport revenues for total debt of nearly $2.5 billion. Most of this

cost has been, or will be, paid by United and American. In addition, the Airline Parties paid and
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continue to pay substantial operation and maintenance expenses for the Phase 1 runway

improvements.

40. The broad and longstanding Mil Rights have several crucial components of

intrinsic value to American, United, and the other Airline Parties, including: (i} the right to

receive notice of the Completion Phase; (ii) the right to full and complete information about the

details of the Completion Phase, including the Airline Parties' operational and financial

exposure; (iii) the right to deliberate among themselves about the Completion Phase and to ask

questions about the Completion Phase; (iv) the right to bargain collectively with the City during

negotiations over the Completion Phase; and (v) the power to exercise control over long-term

airport planning and investment decisions at O'Hare through the formation of an MIl coalition

voting to approve or veto the Completion Phase and the financing thereof.

41. The Airline Parties' MIl Rights are of such significance and importance that the

Chicago City Council recognized them expressly in its General Airport Revenue Bond

Ordinance adopted March 31, 1983 (the "1983 Ordinance"). Where, as here, MIl approval is

required, the City Council mandated that the Trustee, as the bondholders' fiduciary, obtain a
.

certificate from the City that MIl approval has been received before the Trustee may authenticate

and deliver any GARBs.

42. Because GARBs are not secured by the City's taxing authority, the 1983

Ordinance also required the City to covenant in any indenture that it will charge and collect from

the Airline Parties fees and charges sufficient to fund all reserves required in any fiscal year by

the indenture contract. Under the residual rate-making methodology applied in the Use

Agreements, debt service costs associated with the issuance of GARBs, including principal and

interest payments to bondholders, flow through to the Airline Parties in fees and charges
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imposed on them by the City. Although the Completion Phase can only be completed using the

proceeds of GARBs, the City intends to make Capital Expenditures for the Completion Phase

and to issue GARBs without Airline approval of the Completion Phase and its financing.

v. THE DISPUTE

A. The Airline Parties Have Not Rece ived MIl Notice

43. Despite the long-standing history and success of the MIl notice and approval

process at O'Hare, including Phase 1 of the OMP, the City intends to make Capital Expenditures

for the Completion Phase to be funded substantially from the issuance of GARBs without

seeking the contractually required MIl approval.

44. United and American has each demanded that the City comply with the MIl

notice and approval process and maintained their position that the City may not proceed in

violation of the Airlines' MIl Rights. In an October 14, 2009 letter from the Airlines' attorneys

to the City (the "October 14th Letter"), the Airlines formally set forth their position including

legal reasoning as to why the City could not proceed with the Completion Phase dependent on

GARB financing without MIl notice and approval. The Airlines' October 14th Letter is included

in the accompanying Appendix filed herewith as Exhibit C.

45. The City responded to the Airlines' October 14th Letter by letter dated October

23, 2009 (the "October 23rd Letter"). The City's October 23rd Letter is included in the

accompanying Appendix filed herewith as Exhibit D. In the October 23rd Letter, the City

refused to "address the legal arguments raised" by the Airlines in their October 14th Letter, but

asserted no Section 8.06 notice would be provided because no MIl approval is required.

46. The City did not cite to a single provision in the Use Agreements in support of its

refusal to abide by the Airlines' MIl Rights. See App., Ex. D, City's October 23rd Letter.
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Indeed, in all of its communications with the Airlines, the City failed to point out any exception .

to the MIl Rights that would permit it to proceed unilaterally without MIl approval.

47. By Jetter dated July 7, 2010 (the "July 7th Letter"), the City informed the Airlines

that it intended to make Capital Expenditures and issue obligations for the Completion Phase,

including "general airport revenue [bonds] without Majority-in-Interest approval." In the July

7th Letter, the City stated that the $3.36 billion Completion Phase will be funded by: (i) $410

million in commercial paper or bonds backed by the City's federal grant-in-aid; (ii) $1.004

billion in PFC Bonds; and (iii) $1.942 billion in GARBs. Thus, the City readily admits that it

will move forward with the Completion Phase even though at least 58% of its cost will be

financed by the issuance of GARBs. Based on the City's payment plan, the City has estimated

that these GARBs will cost the airlines operating at O'Hare at least $7.7 billion in principal and

interest over the life of the GARBs.

48. By letter dated August 3, 2010 (the "August 3rd Letter"), the Airlines agam

cautioned the City that it must seek and receive MIl approval before making Capital

Expenditures or issuing GARBs for the Completion Phase. Moreover, the Airlines informed the

City that they disapproved of the City's plan to construct the Completion Phase and incur related

debt without MIl notice and approval. The Airlines' August 3rd Letter is included in the

accompanying Appendix filed herewith as Exhibit E.

49. The City has not provided Section 8.06 notice of the Completion Phase or its

funding plan to the Airline Parties. Indeed, the City instructed United that neither United nor

American was permitted to share the July 7th Letter or the accompanying information with any

of the other Airline Parties. In light of the City'S request that the Airlines keep the July 7th Letter

confidential, this letter is not attached to the Complaint. The July 7th Letter did not follow the
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established process of providing Section 8.06 notice to the TOP Committee chairperson or come

with an accompanying instruction that the letter was to be distributed to all of the Airline Parties'

representatives. Thus, the City made clear that the July 7th Letter was not notice to the Airline

Parties under Section 8.06.

50. By refusing to tender Section 8.06 notice, the City is attempting to avoid

submitting a fixed proposal to the Airline Parties in "sufficient detail to enable the Airline Parties

to make an informed judgment on the appropriateness of [the Completion Phase] and financing."

See App., Exs. A and B, Use Agreements § 8.06.

51. Moreover, because the City must commence the MIl process by submitting MIl

notice under Section 8.06, the City's refusal to provide notice has, as its aim, derailing the MIl

process before it starts. Indeed, in the July 7th Letter, the City stated it could only be persuaded

to provide MIl notice, or some variation of it, if it were assured in advance that MIl approval

would be the end result. Specifically, the City stated that, notwithstanding its intent to proceed

without MIl approval, it would provide MIl notice if United and American reached an agreement

in principle with the City on the Completion Phase no later than October 15, 2010, and promised

to deliver a written certificate of MIl approval with respect to the agreed-upon plan by

November 26, 2010. Otherwise, the City stated it would bypass the MIl process altogether and

proceed unilaterally with the Completion Phase and the issuance of obligations, including

GARBs, necessary to fund Capital Expenditures for the Completion Phase. The Airlines' MIl

Rights do not depend upon whether an MIl vote of approval is a fait accompli. The City is

attempting to vitiate the Airline Parties' right to bargain collectively with the City toward a

mutually acceptable plan through the MIl process.
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52. Under the Use Agreements, the City is not permitted to make any Capital

Expenditures or issue GARBs for the Completion Phase, unless and until the Completion Phase

and related financing is approved by an MIl coalition. Id. § 8.05.

53. Fundamentally, the City's actions raise serious concerns as to why the City has

insisted on withholding information about the Completion Phase, including the financing thereof,

from the Airline Parties, the bond investors, and the general public.

B. The Completion Phase Will Cause Increased Airline Expense and
Operational Disruption During the Lease Term

54. The Completion Phase will impose substantial operating and maintenance

expenses upon the Airlines during the lease term starting in 2014. The City's schedules attached

to its July 7th Letter reflect that, as a result of the Completion Phase, operation and maintenance

expenses will increase as follows:

• $6,323,878 in 2014;

• $32,628,585 in 20 15;

• $41,557,729 in 20 16;

• $43,246,755 in 2017; and

• $16,152,71l in 2018 (reflecting a yearly
expense of$45,005,646 pro rated to reflect
lease expiration on May 11,2018).

Total: $139,909,658 in operation and
ma int enance expenses during lease term

55. As a result of a substant ial increase in planned runway pavement surface area for

the two new runways, taxiways, and extended runway proposed by the Completion Phase, the

Airline Parties ' operating and maintenance expenses \ViII increase by a staggering 5139,909,658

during the lease term. Under the residual rate-making methodology described above, these
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operation and maintenance expenses will be paid for through the Airline Parties' fees and

charges.

56. The Completion Phase also will impose substantial operational and business

disruptions on United and American and their passengers during the lease term - impacts that

are virtually impossible to quantify. For example:

• The City's Completion Phase will require the shut-down of several
existing presently utilized runways for months at a time while earth
moving equipment constructs one new runway, new taxiways, and an
extension to a presently existing runway all occurring over at least a
several year period.

• The Airport Transit System ("ATS") utilized by the Airlines' passengers
will need to be relocated and/or extended and possibly overhauled at
expense to the Airlines and hardship to their passengers.

• A portion of long term economy parking Lot E which is utilized by many
of the Airlines' passengers will need to be demolished and relocated.

• Employee parking will need to be relocated to a more distant location, and
a new service road along the western edge of the airport will need to be
created, all resulting in substantial increases in commute times for the
Airlines' employees.

• Aircraft fueling and de-icing related facilities which presently serve
Terminals 2, 3, and 5 will need to be relocated which creates business
disruption for every passenger airline operating at O'Hare.

• Airline hangars, ground equipment maintenance facilities, flight kitchen
facilities, and a medical building used by the Airlines in their operations
will all need to be demolished and each Airline will be forced to make
alternative arrangements.

57. The Mil Rights afford United, American, and the other Airline Parties the means

to control and protect themselves against long-term planning and investment decisions at O'Hare

that threaten to impose enormous operational disruption and expense on the Airline Parties.

58. At a time when the Airline Parties are experiencing grave challenges at O'Hare,

the Airlines have pleaded with the City to proceed judiciously and cautiously and to put the
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Completion Phase through the rigors of the MIl notice and approval process that has defined the

parties' relationship for over twenty-five (25) years.

Co The Ir retrievable Loss of the Airlines ' MIl Rights Is Imminent

59. Despite the Airlines' pleas, the City has passed the brink of threats and is now

moving forward with the evisceration of the Airlines' broad control rights under the MIl notice

and approval provisions. This is so even though the Airlines repeatedly have informed the City

that they would like to negotiate with the City on a financing and construction timetable for the

Completion Phase and have made a proposal based on agreed-on operation levels that would

trigger financing and construction of the Completion Phase. Nevertheless, despite the Airlines'

efforts to work collaboratively with the City to negotiate a fiscally sound and operationally

driven plan for the Completion Phase, upon information and belief, the City unilaterally intends

to issue up to $1 billion in PFC Bonds to fund partial construction of the Completion Phase in

late January or early February 2011. The remaining portion of the $3.36 billion Completion

Phase cannot be completed without the issuance of GARBs. The City intends, upon information

and belief, to break ground on the Completion Phase in April 2011. Thus, it is clear that the City

is intent on making Capital Expenditures and issuing GARBs for the Completion Phase without

MIl notice and approval of the Completion Phase and its financing.

60. The City's plan to finance the Completion Phase from a combination of PFC

Bonds and GARBs requires the City to obtain Mil approval before it makes Capital Expenditures

or issues GARBs for the Completion Phase. While PFC Bonds are exempt from the MIl approval

requirements, the Completion Phase is not because it cannot be constructed from the proceeds of

the PFC Bonds alone. The PFC Bonds will still leave the City more than $2 billion short of the

funds needed for the Completion Phase. In order to fill this massive shortfall, the City intends to

issue GARBs. Capital Projects such as the Completion Phase that depend on the issuance of
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GARBs require MIl notice and approval. Absent MIl approval of the Completion Phase and the

financing plan, the City is prohibited from issuing the GARBs or making Capital Expenditures

for the Completion Phase.

61. While the Airlines continue to demand adherence to the MIl process, they can no

longer wait in hopes that the City will reverse course and abide by its contractual obligations.

The City's breach of the MIl Rights, in and of itself, constitutes irreparable injury. The MIl

Rights reflect a voice backed by a veto. The voice and the veto are truly viable only if enforced

in their entirety before Capital Expenditures for the Completion Phase and the issuance of

GARBs proceed. Otherwise, the agreed-upon balance of power and the Airlines' right to

participate in the plarming and development of O'Hare will be irretrievably lost to the

incalculable detriment of the Airlines, as well as the bondholders whose security under the bonds

will remain uncertain, at best, and may be lost entirely.

62. To be clear, if the City issues PFC Bonds before the Court has ruled on the merits

of the Airlines' rights to approve the Completion Phase and its financing, the City will act at its

own peril. While PFC Bonds are exempt from MIl approval requirements, the Airlines intend to

fully enforce their rights to require MII notice and approval before the City makes any Capital

Expenditures or issues GARBs for the Completion Phase. The consequences of the City's

decision to issue the PFC Bonds before it has obtained MIl approval for the Completion Phase

and its financing plan will rest squarely on the City's shoulders.

Count I

For Declaratory and In junct ive Relief Regarding Capital
Expenditures for the Completion Phase

63. Plaintiffs incorporate by reference as though fully set forth herein the allegations

in paragraphs 1 through 62, above.
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64. Pursuant to Section 2-701 of the Illinois Code of Civil Procedure, 735 ILCS 5/2-

701, this Court is vested with the power to "make binding declarations of rights , having the force

of final judgments, whether or not any cons equential relief is or could be claimed, including the

determination, at the instance of anyone interested in the controversy, of the construction ... or

any ... contract or other written instrument , and a declaration of the rights of the parties

interested."

65. A ripe, justiciable , and actual controversy has arisen between the Airlines , on the

one hand, and the City, on the other hand, as to whether, under the Use Agreements, the City

must provide notice and obtain MIl approval of the Completion Phase and its financing before

making Capital Expenditures for the Completion Phase.

66. The City intends to make impermissible Capital Expenditures for the Completion

Phase without MIl notice and approval. The City has notifi ed the Airlines that it will not provid e

the Airlines with the MIl notice necessary to convene an MIl coalition or abide by any MIl veto.

67. An MIl coalition has not approved either the Completion Phase or the financing

plan.

68. The Airlines have a protectable interest in safeguarding their bargained-for MIl

Rights under their Use Agreements with the City and in ensuring that the City complies with its

obligations as set forth and agreed to by the part ies in their Use Agreements .

69. The Airlines are entitled to ajudicial declaration that their MIl Rights apply to the

Completion Phase. Accord ingly, the Airlines seek a declaratory judgment that the City is

prohibited from making any Capital Expenditures for the Completion Phase until MIl approval

of the Completion Phase and its financing has been sought and obtained.
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70. A judicial declaration of the rights and obligations of the parties under the Use

Agreements is necessary because, in the absence of such a declaration, the City will proceed with

Capital Expenditures for a project costing more than $3.36 billion to be financed substantially

from the proceeds of GARBs which will deprive the Airlines of the benefits of the MIl Rights to

which they are entitled under the Use Agreements.

71. If the City proceeds to make Capital Expenditures without MIl notice and

approval of the Completion Phase and its financing, the Airlines' Mil Rights will be lost for all

time and all purposes for this multi-billion dollar transaction. The irretrievable loss of the

Airlines' MIl Rights constitutes irreparable injury for which there is no adequate remedy at law.

72. If the City proceeds as planned, it will also impose significant business and

operational disruption upon the Airlines and cause a loss of passenger and employee goodwill for

which there is no remedy at law.

73. If the City makes Capital Expenditures for a Capital Project requiring MIl notice

and approval, there is no remedy capable of unraveling these Capital Expenditures, unwinding

construction at O'Hare, or restoring the Airlines' MIl Rights.

74. Temporary and preliminary injunctive relief must issue to preserve the status quo

by restraining the City from making Capital Expenditures for the Completion Phase until such

time as the Airlines' MIl Rights are fully adjudicated by the Court.

75. The balance of the equities and the public interest favors the Airlines.

WHEREFORE, Plaintiffs United Air Lines, Inc. and American Airlines, Inc.

respectfully request that this Court:
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A. Declare that the City is obligated under Section 8.06 of the Use Agreements to

provide the Airline Parties notice of the City's proposal for the Completion Phase at least forty

five days before making any Capital Expenditure for the Completion Phase;

B. Declare that the City is obligated to provide the Airline Parties, in the City's

proposal for the Completion Phase, full and complete information responsive to sub-parts (a)

through (I) of Section 8.06 of the Use Agreements;

C. Declare that the City is prohibited under the Use Agreements from making any

Capital Expenditures for the Completion Phase unless it has sought and obtained prior approval

of the Completion Phase and its financing from an MIl coalition;

D. Declare that the City is prohibited under the Use Agreements from charging the

Airline Parties now or in the future, directly or indirectly, for Capital Expenditures for the

Completion Phase, unless it has sought and obtained the prior approval of the Completion Phase

and its financing from an MIl coalition;

E. Declare that the City is prohibited under the Use Agreements from charging the

Airline Parties now or in the future, directly or indirectly, for operation and maintenance

expenses related to the Completion Phase, unless it has sought and obtained the prior approval of

the Completion Phase and its financing from an MIl coalition;

F. Temporarily, preliminarily, and permanently enjoin the City from making any

Capital Expenditures for the Completion Phase unless it has sought and obtained the prior

approval of the Completion Phase and its financing from an MIl coalition;

G. Temporarily, preliminarily, and permanentl y enjoin the City from making any

Capital Expenditures for the Completion Phase without MIl notice and approval, pending a

judicial declaration by the Court as to whether compliance with the MIl Rights is necessary;
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H. Temporarily, preliminarily, and permanently enjoin the City from charging the

Airline Parties now or in the future, directly or indirectly, for any costs or expenses related to the

Completion Phase; and

I. Grant the Airlines such other and further relief as this Court deems just and

appropriate under the circumstances.

Count II

For Declaratorv and Inj unctive Relief Regarding the Issuance of
GARBs for the Complet ion Ph ase

76. Plaintiffs incorporate by reference as though fully set forth herein the allegations

in paragraphs I through 62 and 64, above.

77. The City intends to issue GARBs to fund Capital Expenditures for the Completion

Phase. Indeed, at least 58% of the costs of the Completion Phase are to be funded from the

proceeds of such bonds issued without MIl notice and approval. The City has notified the

Airlines that it will not provide the Airlines with the MIl notice necessary to convene an MIl

coalition or abide by any MIl veto of the Completion Phase or its financing.

78. A ripe, justiciable, and actual controversy has arisen between the Airlines, on the

one hand, and the City, on the other hand, as to whether, under the Use Agreements, the City

must provide notice and obtain MIl approval of the Completion Phase and its financing.

79. An MIl coalition has not approved either the Completion Phase or the financing

plan.

80. The Airlines have a protectable interest in safeguarding their bargained-for MIl

Rights under their Use Agreements with the City and in ensuring that the City complies with its

contractual obligations as set forth and agreed to by the parties in their Use Agreements.
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81. The Airlines are entitled to a judicial declaration as to the applicability of their

MIl Rights under the Use Agreements. Accordingly, the Airlines seek a declaration that-the City

is prohibited from issuing GARBs to finance Capital Expenditures for the Completion Phase

without MIl notice and approval.

82. A judicial declaration of the rights and obligations of the parties under the Use

Agreements is necessary because, in the absence of such a declaration, the City will proceed with

a project costing more than $3.36 billion to be funded substantially from the proceeds of GARBs

which will deprive the Airlines of the benefits of the MIl Rights to which they are entitled under

the Use Agreements.

83. If the City proceeds in this manner, the Airlines' MIl Rights will be lost for all

time and all purposes for this multi-billion dollar transaction.

84. If the City proceeds as planned, it will also impose significant business and

operational disruptions upon the Airlines and cause a loss of passenger and employee goodwill

for which there is no remedy at law.

85. If the City proceeds with the issuance of GARBs to fund the Completion Phase

without MIl approval, there is no remedy at law that can unravel the issuance of such bonds or

restore the Airlines' MIl Rights.

86. Temporary and preliminary injunctive relief must issue to preserve the status quo

by restraining the City from issuing GARBs for the Completion Phase in violation of the

Airlines' MIl Rights until such time as the Airlines' MIl approval rights are fully adjudicated by

the Court.

87. The balance of the equities and the public interest favors the Airlines.
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WHEREFORE, Plaintiffs United Air Lines, Inc. and American Airlines, Inc.

respectfully request that this Court:

A. Declare that the City is obligated under Section 8.06 of the Use Agreements to

provide the Airline Parties with the City's proposal for the Completion Phase at least forty-five

days before issuing GARBs for the Completion Phase;

B. Declare that the City is obligated to provide the Airline Parties, in the City's

proposal for the Completion Phase, full and complete information responsive to sub-parts (a)

through (1) of Section 8.06 of the Use Agreements;

C. Declare that the City is prohibited under the Use Agreements from issuing any

GARBs to finance the costs of the Completion Phase unless it has sought and obtained the prior

approval of the Completion Phase and its financing from an MIl coalition;

D. Declare that the City is prohibited under the Use Agreements from charging the

Airline Parties now or in the future, directly or indirectly, for any of the costs or expenses related

to GARBs issued for the Completion Phase, unless it has sought and obtained the prior approval

of the Completion Phase and its financing from an MIl coalition;

E. Declare that the City is prohibited under the Use Agreements from charging the

Airline Parties now or in the future, directly or indirectly, for operation and maintenance

expenses related to the Completion Phase, unless it has sought and obtained the prior approval of

the Completion Phase and its financing from an MIl coalition;

F. Temporarily , preliminarily, and permanently enjoin the City from issuing GARBs

to fund the Completion Phase unless and until the City provides notice and an MIl coalition

approves the Completion Phase and its financing pursuant to Section 8.06 of the Use

Agreements;
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G. Temporari ly, preliminarily, and permanently enjoin the City from issuing GARBs

to fund the Completion Phase without MIl notice and approval of the Airline Parties, pending a

judic ial declaration by the Court as to whether compliance with the MIl Rights is necessary;

H. Temporarily, preliminari ly, and permanently enjoin the City from charging the

Airline Parties now or in the future , directly or indirectly, for any costs or expenses related to the

issuance of obligations; and

I. Grant the Airlines such other and further relief as this Court deems just and

appropriate under the circumstances.

UNITED AIR LINES, INC. AND

AMERIC~~ ~(k/INES' INC.

, i f \) .
By: ./ vvV ~ u Vv\./\

G o ne of their attorneys

Samuel B. Isaacson
Raj N. Shah
Joseph Rosclius
DLA PIPER LLP (US)
(Firm # 43034)
203 North LaSalle Street, Suite 1900
Chicago, Illinois 6060 1-1293
Tel.: 31 2.368.4000
Fax: 312.236.7516

Attorneys f or Plaintiffs
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VERIFICATION OF UNITED AIR LINES, INC.

Under penalties as provided by law pursuant to Section 1-109 of the Code of Civil
Procedure, the undersigned certifies, on behalf of United Air Lines, Inc., that the
statements set forth in the foregoing Verified Complaint for Declaratory Judgment and
Injunctive Relief are true and correct, except as to matters therein stated to be on
information and belief or as to matters which are particular to American Airlines, Inc.,
and as to all such non-excepted matters , the undersigned certifies that she verily believes
the same to be true.

\ lll l\\
•Date:-~2-Lf-Ll--_ _~%~.~

Sandra M. Widerborg
(On behalf of United Air Lines. Inc.)

EASn44OI7449.6



VERIFICATION OF AMERICAN AIRLINES, INC.

Under penalties as provided by law pursuant to Section 1·109 of the Code ofCivil
Procedure, the undersigned certifies, on behalf of American Airlines, Inc., that the
statements set forth in the foregoing Verified Complaint for Declaratory Judgment und
Injunctive Relief arc true and correct. except as to matters therein stated to be on
informa tion and belief or as to matters which are particular to United Air Lines, Inc., and
as to all such non-excepted matters. the undersigned certifies that she verily believes the
same to be true.

~~
(On behalfofAmerican Airlines, Inc.)

EAS1\44CI 7449.4

-
Date: J a..v.. . I (} , LA l L


